A global omnichannel retailer’s volume was up 23% year over year, causing two of its two warehouse facilities to burst at the seams and inventory management to suffer. A third warehouse was added to the campus, granting temporary relief. When the retailer’s supply chain strategy changed, it turned to Schneider to revise the flow of inventory to ensure the freight fit in the warehouse footprint.

THE SITUATION

- Three warehouses at 99% capacity
- Ineffective warehouse and distribution management plans
- Inefficient operations that lowered productivity

THE SCHNEIDER SOLUTION

- Slot consolidation procedure for pallets freed up space
- Strategically managed the flow of inbound containers
- Built a database for productivity tracking and performance management

THE RESULTS

- $1.88 million savings from optimized layout and inventory flow
- Warehouse capacity decreased from 99% to less than 80%
- Productivity increased 12% year over year

Schneider Warehousing turned problematic warehouse logistics issues into an opportunity for business growth and improved efficiencies—a win-win for the bottom line and productivity.

To learn how Schneider Warehousing can meet your capacity needs, contact:
solutions@schneider.com
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